The personal history of the present author's research career of almost forty-five years in the application of graph theory to chemistry is briefly described in an essay with particular reference to the author's "bright side of mathematical chemistry." The chosen topics are as follows: two seminal papers by the present author, more than 1500 citations of his topological index, Z, Hosoya polynomial, Hosoya items, more than 200 papers carrying "Hosoya" in the title, Erdös number, etc.
Introduction
My research experience in mathematical chemistry has been continuing at least for 45 years, and now the atmosphere around me has rather changed but still not to my satisfaction. The biggest change is that nowadays nobody can mutter that I got mad as was suspected by my former boss, but only whisper they still don't fully understand my mathematics. It is because, in my opinion, chemists at large have lost their energy to strive to understand mathematical thinking, or they might have been caught in their own trap that they are unable to understand even elementary mathematics.
I think that my academic career of being a mathematical chemist was a precious gift to myself by which I could learn and realize the deep mathematical structure of chemistry and chemical thinking in the middle of natural science. In the global history of chemical and physical science many important findings obtained by us cannot be denied by the whole community of scientists including our hostile and ignorant enemies. All the stones aimed at and thrown at us have been crushed down or buried in the garbage.
On the other hand, one cannot forget our awkwardness in the averaged quality of the papers in mathematical chemistry. I dare hesitantly point out such a large number of various "topological indices," [1] which as a matter of fact are my headache rather than a kind of pride. I don't think that "the more the better" does not necessarily rule science.
In 2002 I wrote an essay "The topological index Z, before and after 1971," [2] in which I wrote several incidents in the "dark side of graph-theoretical work." It is interesting to observe that this essay has been cited more than thirty times according to Google Scholar. In a recently published book by Randic [3] several examples of the hostility to the papers and/or authors of mathematical chemistry, specifically of chemical graph theory, are vividly documented and murmured. Those who are joining our club must have been involved in similar experiences more than once. However, here I will disclose quite opposite instances, so to speak, of the bright side of mathematical chemistry, mainly limited to my atmosphere, in order to encourage younger mathematical chemists.
Seminal papers
Happily I know that two of my papers are honored to be called seminal papers by several groups of people, one on the proposal of my Z-index, or Hosoya index [1] , and the other on the Wiener polynomial, or Hosoya polynomial (vide infra) [4] . Later on let me call these items HI and HP, respectively. Although detailed analytical data are not available, nowadays so many mathematicians and information scientists outside of Japan seem to be citing my first HI paper.
The title of the HP paper is "On some counting polynomials in chemistry" [4] published in Discrete Applied Mathematics in 1988, which was cited around 280 times mainly by mathematicians.
H-paper
The reason why the main "citers" of HP paper are mathematicians is deduced from the following list which was recently pre- 
Hosoya items
all the 200 H-papers are found to carry at least one of the "Hosoya items," namely, Hosoya index (a little less than 2/3 of the list), Hosoya polynomial (~1/3), and Hosoya something (~10%), which includes, triangle, matrix, conjecture, operator, cube, point, theorem, descriptor, entropy, and mystery! The interested readers can easily follow these items through Internet.
Out of these Hosoya items it is not necessary to explain Hosoya index any more, and here only polynomial and entropy are selected and will be explained.
Hosoya polynomial
In the list of H-papers "Hosoya Polynomial" appeared first in 1999 by the joint work of four authors including Gutman What a coincidence it is. One year before I visited Ann Arbor, Michigan, and got acquainted with him. The joint paper with him [12] was published more than a decade after that, but he had given me a hint to apply the matching polynomial and Z-index to some unexplored kinds of graphs. This means that
Harary, the authority of graph theory, realized the essence of my work in mathematical chemistry.
Hosoya entropy
Mowshowitz is a renowned professor of computer science With all these instances I honestly admit that the mathematical structure of my HP and HI originated from a mathematical chemist is well admitted by and rooted in the world of mathematics and computer sciences (See also [18] ).
For other Hosoya items the interested readers can easily get access to them through Internet.
How to fight and how to win
In concluding this essay I would like to point out three big to the enumeration algorithm invented by Polyá, and finally he could almost construct "Fujita's world," [19] by publishing a series of monographs on this matter [20, 21] . At present there cannot be found either of any competing enemies or comrades to polish up his work, not only in organic chemists, of course, but also in mathematicians. Able young mathematical chemists, please, help this lonely king.
